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The presented results are a part oj those obtained within the author 's latest work on
application oj normal incidence methods in acoustic seajloor characterisation. The work
included both theoretical and experimental studies on selection oj appropriate methods oj
seajloor echo processing and jeature extraction jor characterisation oj the bottom type,
especially, the study oj the usejulness oj several echo parameters like jractal dimension or
statistical moments oj the echo envelope. In this paper, the simulation results oj the echo
envelope jractal dimension dependence on bottom type and bottom depth are presented. They
show that to same extent, jractal dimension oj an echo may be usejul jor bottom identification
even in a case oj varying depth, however, more detailed, theoretical as well as experimental
studies are needed.

INTRODUCTION

The underwater acoustic methods of seafloor characterisation, which are non-invasive
and also more simple, fast, versatile and cost effective in comparison with altemative methods
like the use of geological cores or video cameras, have achieved special attention during last
decades and are still a subject of extensive research. Obviously, the methods based on multi
beam measurements are more reliable and providing more information than those using single
beam echosounders, however, taking into account the competitive price of conventional
echosounders and also the introduction of multi-sensor approaches in the mentioned area, the
single bcam, normai ineidence mcthods arc still in devclopmcnt and usc, as complcrncntary to
more advanced techniques.

One of the most known approaches to the normal incidence seafloor characterisation is
calculating several parameters of an echo and use their values as descriptive indexes allowing
for recognition of bottom type. Besides some widely used, typical echo parameters, like echo
energy (i.e. in ROXANN method [1]) or duration time, also other parameters were proposed
by different authors. In the presented work, the author has carried out the research with
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regards to application of echo envelope fractal dimension for this purpose. The use of this
parameter in seabed classification was motivated in the author's previous papers [2], [3].

In the area of seafloor characterisation, the depth influence on an echo waveform and on
its descriptive parameters is one of more important aspects and at the same time, the one
which is not examined sufficiently well. In the presented simulations, the influence of depth
dependence on an echo envelope fractal dimension is ais o investigated.

1. MODELLING PROCEDURE

The bottom echo simułations were based on theory of the acoustic wave scattering on
seabed. Onły surface scattering was considered. The surface roughness was modelled using
the power ław form of the surface power spectrum, assuming iso tropy of the surface [4]:

WeK) = ~KY, (l)
where K is 2-dimensional spatial wave number, ~ is the coefficient related to surface rms
height and y is the exponent related to surface fractal dimension, describing the surface
roughness.

The modelling of acoustic wave scattering was based on the BORIS model [5]. In this
model, assuming that the source transmits a signal Prr(t) = POs(t) downwards to the seabed, the
pressure-time dependence of the echo pet) from scattering surf ac e is calculated as:

( )
_ ffcos[y (R)]b2(R).( 2R)pt -A s t--ds

R2 c'S o
(2)

where A = po'iJtr/(2rrco), P» - transmitted wave amplitude, 'iJtr - piane wave reflection
coefficient for water-bottom interface, Co - sound speed in water, R - vector from the
transducer to surface element ds, y - incident angle, b - beampattern value for element ds,
assumed to be the same for transmitting and receiving, s'(t) - first time derivative of
transmitted signal set).

The echo simulations were performed for several realisations of the surface satisfying
(l), for 3 different bottom types of properties summarised in Table 1, different echosounder
frequencies, and for gradually varied depth, and then the echo fractal dimension was
calculated.

The fractal dimension of echo envelope was calculated following the definition of box
dimension [6], which is as follows. Let N(!:J.s) denote the number of boxes in a grid of the
linear scale !:J.swhich meet the set X on a pIane. Then Xhas a box dimension

D = lim -logN(Lls)
box M-tO log Ss . (3)

The exact definition ofbox dimension with limit given by formula (3) never can be used
for digitised echo pulses which consist of finite sets of samples and are not real fractals. So, it
was assumed that the investigated graph of a function had fractal properties within some
range of!:J.s E [!:J.sJ,!:J.s2]. Then, the box dimension Dbox was evaluated as a slope of the line
which fits the points of a log-log plot of N(!:J.s) versus l/!:J.sfor a range [!:J.sJ,!:J.s2]. The N(!:J.s)
value is evaluated using the grid of square boxes of side !:J.ssuperimposed on the graph of an
echo envelope and calculating the number of boxes that meet the fragments of the graph [2],
[6].
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Table 1. Physical properties of 3 bottom types assumed for use in simulations. Other properties of
bottom and also the acquisition setting were assumed the same in al! 3 cases: y exponent: 3.25; water
sound speed: 1490 mis; water density: 1000 kg/nr'; beamwidth: 15°; echosounder frequency: 50, 120
or 240 kHz; pulse duration: 0.3 ms.

Bołtom type rms height Sound speed Density
[m] [mIs] [kg1m3

]

Sandy mud 0.005 1471 1149
Medium sand 0.0147 1765 1845

Very coarse sand 0.0226 1947 2041

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. l shows the fractal dimension calculation results (see figure caption for details). For
each frequency case, the obtained D/iDx calculation results are quite similar and belong to [l.1 -
1.6] range approximately. It is clearly visible that the depth variability influence s the Dbox value
significantly and follows the rule of increase of the echo envelope fractal dimension along with
increase of the depth. It may be explained by increase of the insonified bottom surface area S
along with depth, what causes also the change of spatial features of S. The positive correlation
between bottom hardness (and its surface roughness) and the echo fractal dimension, which is
important for seabed classification procedure, is also visible, better for higher frequencies, but
much disturbed by the depth dependence. However, it may be seen from right pictures, that at
1east for sandy mud and very coarse sand, there are no overlaps between Du« values for small
ranges ofbottom depth variability.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The simulation results for investigation of the echo envelope fractal dimension
dependence on bottom type and bottom depth were presented. The obtained results show that
to some extent, fractal dimension of an echo envelope may be useful for bottom identification
even in a case of varying depth. However, more detailed, theoretical as well as experimental
studies, for different bottom properties and acquisition system settings, and also including the
bottom volume scattering, are needed in this area for more general conclusions.
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Figure l. The fractal dimension calculation results for envelopes of simulated echoes from
3 types of seabed surface: sandy mud (red), medium sand (blue) and very coarse sand
(green) for 3 assumed echosounder frequencies: a) 50 kHz, b) 120 kHz, c) 240 kHz.
Physical properties on bortom types are shown in Table 1. For each type, 50 realisations of
seabed surface of the same statistical properties were generated with assumption of depth
gradually increasing at the same time (from lO m to 59 m). Left picture: Fractal dimension
variability with depth increase shown for each bortom type separately; Right picture:
Results of Du« averaging for groups of 5 consecutive echoes (realisations); mean, mean-std
and mean+std are presented.
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